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Gulab jamun recipe in telugu pdf

Ingredients 1 cup Carnation Milk powder 1/2 cup Bisquick - Pancake mixture (instead of bisc&pancake mixture, Use 1/2 cup all goal meal and 1/2 tsp cake soda) 2 tablespoons butter -melted Whole milk just enough to make the dough 2 cups Sugar 1 cup water Oil for frying Method for Gulab Jamun Makes the dough by combining the milk powder, Bisquick, butter. Just add enough
whole milk to make a medium hard dough. Divide the dough into 18-20 servings. Make balls by gently rolling each section between your palms in a smooth ball. Place the balls on a plate. Cover with a damp but dry kitchen towel. Heat the oil high and then lower the heat to medium. Slip into the balls in the hot oil from the side of the pan, one by one. They will sink to the bottom of
the pan, but don't try to move them. Instead, the pan gently shakes to keep the balls of brown on just one side. After approximately 5 minutes, the balls will rise to the surface. The Gulab Jamuns need to slowly rise to the top if the temperature is just right. Now they need to gently and constantly agitate to ensure even browning on all sides. If the temperature of the oil is too high
then the gulab jamuns will tend to break. Thus, adjust the temperature to ensure that the gulab jamuns don't break or cook too fast. The balls must be fried very slowly under medium temperatures. This will ensure complete cooking from inside and even browning. The syrup must be made earlier and kept warm. To make the hot sugar syrup, mix the 2 cups of sugar up to 1 cup of
water. Add 4-5 cardamel, slightly broken and some strands of Kesar. Mix with a spoon and then heat at medium heat for 5-10 minutes until sugar has been dissolved in water. Don't overheat, it will caramelize the sugar. Transfer this hot syrup into a Myalous Ministry dish. Keep warm on stove. Add the fried gulab jamuns directly into the hot syrup. Leave gulab jamuns in syrup
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at home every time. Gulab jamun is a classic Indian sweet made with milk solids, sugar, rosewater &amp; cardamo powder. It is very well known &amp; is enjoyed in most festive and celebration meals. Traditionally gulab jamun is made using khoya d.i.e milk solids as the main ingredient. But khoya is not available in many places and is very boring to make at home. So many
people make them with milk powder. If you're new to Indian foods, then you might wonder What's gulab jamun? Gulab jamun is soft delicious berry size balls made from milk solids, flour &amp; a sour agent. It is soaked in rose-flavored sugar syrup &amp; enjoy. The word Gulab translates to rise up in hindi &amp; jamun to berry. So gulab jamun is berry size balls dominated into
rose flavored sugar syrup. 2 ways to make Gulab Jamun In this post I have shared 2 recipes from making them. One with milk powder and the second one with khoya 1. Making gulab jamun with milk powder is for those who do not have access to khoya and do not prefer to flush at home making it for hours. This Gulab jamun recipe using milk powder is good even for beginners to
try. I showed this method in the recipe chart &amp; step by step pictures. 2. Making gulab jamun with khoya is also easy if you have access to it. Khoya is also known as mawa and is sold in the frozen portions of Indian grocery stores. There are different types of khoya available, this recipe simply needs unbeaten khoya. It is usually labeled as suitable to make gulab jamun. I
shared this recipe in the video after the end of the post. For step by step pictures you can check this link from Khoya jamun. Step-by-step pictures Recipe 1 Makes Sugar Syrup 1. Add 1.5 cups of sugar and gently add 4 green cardamoms to a pot. You can also use organic or turbinado sugar, the color of the syrup will be darker. 2. Pour 1.5 cups of water. 3. Cook it until the syrup
becomes slightly tough. To check it, cool little syrup in a small plate. Dip your front floor in it and touch with your thumb. You have to feel it's slightly tough. It should not reach one string consistency. If you fail to make the syrup correct, then the jamuns will not become the syrup week and soft. If you pass the sticky syrup go, you'll end up in a one string of consistency. Add little
water in that case and stir. Check again. Turn off. Add rose water. Make dough dough Measure 1 cup milk powder, 1/4 cup +1 tb all goal meal or maida and then a large pinch of soda. If you use more soft drinks, the balls can break. 5. Then mix it very well or sift it. Make sure the mixture is uniform. Add 1t ghee. 6. Next mixes well everything. 7. Take 1 tbsp yoghurt or 3/4 tbsp
lemon juice and 2 tbsp milk. Both mix together. 8. Pour 1.5 tb of this for the flour. Start mixing. Use the rest as necessary. I've made up full 2E of it. Don't kneel the dough. If the dough is too dry, use a little more milk. 9. The dough turns slightly tough and refuses to leave the fingers. Tremble your fingers and make a tight still soft dough. It must be the right consistency of the dough.
When it gets tough by chance, sprinkle another nipple plain flour. It's just to solve and do the texture changes. 10. Divide the dough to 14 to 18 equal portions and make smooth balls without any lines or cracks on them. Do not knee or press the balls. Be soft in dealing with the dough. Check your syrup if it's still hot. If not, heat it once more. The syrup should be hot and not very
hot. When you dip your finger, you should feel it's hot. But not very hot that you can't tolerate the heat. Leave it on the stove. How to make gulab jamun 11. Pour ghee or oil into a hot pan. I prefer ghee to oil since ghee has a better smoking point than oil. 12. Ghee or oil should only be medium hot, and not very hot. Otherwise, the gulab jamun will brown without cooking inside. To
check the correct temperature, add a small piece of dough to the oil. The ball must rise slowly without changing its color a lot. This is the right temperature. If the ball rises rapidly, it means the comfort is a little high. Then take off the stove for a while. 13. Gently add the balls and fry on a medium heat for 1 to 2 minutes. I added them all at once. But make sure you don't give them to
the crowd. While frying them will increase in size, so offer them enough space in the pan. 14. After 2 minutes fry, reduce the flame to low and fry until golden brown. Gently stir to braai them evenly. Since using a flat pan, I've had my pan slightly and roasted to give them an equally color. 15. When they turn gold, take them off the pan with a deep braai or a stremmer. Drain them
very well. 16. Add it directly to the hot sugar syrup. Don't drip them with oil. The sugar syrup should be hot, not very hot or steam warm. Garnish with chopped pistachios and serve after 3 hours. Photo of soft gulab jamun after 5 hours of week. Tips to measure gulab jamun dough correctly measure the dry and wet ingredients correctly and set aside. Make sure they're all at room
temperature. Also set aside some extra milk you need while doughing. Add all the dry ingredients to a wide bowl called for the jamun dough. Mix them well. Make a small well in the middle and throw the wet ingredients. Mix the wet with the dry ingredients to form a smooth dough. Add more milk if necessary. Don't the dough as knee forms gluten and makes hard gulab jamuns.
The amount of milk used depends on the milk powder or mawa. So you may need more than mentioned in the recipe. Do not note that you should only use milk as needed to make a smooth dough. If you make gulab jamun with milk powder, then the dough will be too tough and will refuse to leave your fingers. Just fat your fingers and make a ball. The prepared final gulab jamun
dough must be soft and smooth without any cracks. The dough should not be dry or crumbling. Do not continue further without this smooth texture otherwise the jamuns will have cracks, will turn hard and stay uncooked inside. Make balls right Split the dough equal parts. Remember not to kneel, not put pressure on the dough. With light hands, roll the dough to smooth crack-free
balls between your palms. Finish all the balls and keep them covered until the ghee or oil is heated. Tips sugar syrup correctly Choose a slightly wider pot so that all the gulab jamuns get enough room to soak well in the syrup. Add sugar and pour water for it. Heat it on a medium flame until the sugar dissolve completely. Cook until the syrup becomes tough. To watch take 1/4
teaspoon of the syrup and cool it off slightly. Take a portion of this between your thumb and for fordeal. Slowly move the fingers apart to separate them. You should feel the syrup is tough. The syrup should not go beyond this tough stage and form strings otherwise the jamuns will not absorb the syrup. The tough stage reaches before achieving a single string of consistency.
Repeat the test several times to ensure that the syrup is of the right consistency. Make sure the syrup is tough. If it is below the sticky stage (means watery) the jamuns will turn, break in the morning and not remain firm in shape. So the right consistency is the syrup tough and should not be cooked outside this stage. Once it reaches the correct tough consistency, take the sugar
syrup off the stove, it will continue to cook if you leave on the hot surf. Then add lemon juice, cardamm powder and rose water. Set aside to keep it warm. Braai gulab jamuns perfectly traditional ghee is used to braai them. But you can also use oil. Alternating you can also add some dining ghee to the oil while braaiing. It will give a similar flavor as the ghee fried gulab jamuns.
While frying makes sure the oil is not too hot, but is still warm enough. Here are the steps to test: Heat oil in a deep cadeai or frying pan on a medium heat. See if the oil is ready to fry by dropping a very small piece of dough into it. The ball must go down and slowly get up with few bubbles and don't get brown immediately. This is the right stage. If the oil is not hot enough, jamuns
will soak up lots of oil and turn the morning. Nor will they keep the shape well and can later have a crushed layer over the Form. If the oil is too hot, the dough will be in the oil or the will get many cracks. Also they will quickly become brown without cooking inside. There will be a hard center even after the dough remained uncooked. Once the oil is hot, the flame regulates to
medium. Drop the balls one after another slowly. Don't add a lot of them and crowd the pan if they need enough space to braai and grow up while braaiing. Don't disturb them until they're firm and cook a little. Once you see the jamuns turning firmly, then reduce the flame to low and gently stir them until evenly golden brown. Add jamuns to syrup When turning golden evenly,
remove and add to the hot syrup. The syrup should be hot and not cooking hot otherwise the jamuns crack. If the syrup is not hot, then also the jamuns will not absorb the syrup. Soak them for about 3 hours before serving. Questions &amp; troubleshooting I have consolidated the readers' queries from my comments section here. So they will be useful for you. Why did my gulab
jamuns turn hard, tough or dense? Not enough moisture, not enough acid remedy or too much flour in the dough are the common causes for the jamuns to turn hard, sticky or dense. Not enough moisture (milk) in the dough: Dry, crumbling &amp; cracked dough means there is not enough moisture. The prepared dough should have enough moisture in it otherwise the dough
cannot expand &amp; cooked while braaiing. Troubleshooting: sprinkle milk and mix until the dough is soft and smooth. Incorrect use of acid (cake soda or cake powder): Impromptuous measuring, using low quality acid agent or making 1 to 1 replacement of one for the other will lead to hard and dense balls. So stick to the recipe, use correct measurings and use good quality acid
agent that is within the expiration date. Why did my gulab jamuns too soft, break or disintegrate? If they are too soft, broken or integrated while/after braai means it has been used too much baking powder or cake soft drinks. Excess acid agent will prevent them from retaining their round shape. If they are too soft, mushy or broken after adding the syrup, then the syrup can be
watery and have not yet reached a sticky stage. Why don't my gulab jamuns taste nice? Adding too much baking powder and baking soda than mentioned in the recipe often leaves a aftertaste. So ensure that you use the right amount and also use the correct amount of acid ingredient such as lemon juice or yoghurt to activate the soft drink. Extra tips for milk powder jamun The
key to milk powder gulab jamun uses cured/yoghurt or lemon juice. You will not get the taste of healing or lemon juice in the jamuns as it is used in the mentioned quantities. In this gulab jamun recipe, soft drink reacts with the yoghurt or lemon juice and then make the dough light. So we get light and gentle jamuns. I highly suggest not changing the recipe, as it might not work.
After a few trials I got it right, just the on which one would arrive in North Indian restaurants and sweet stalls. Soft, juicy, juicy, melt and delicious. Please note that this gulab jamun recipe cannot work with low fat milk powder. I have everyday regular milk powder use of Nestle. Don'ts for the sugar syrup Avoid using a cast iron pot for the syrup. Most times the sugar syrup turns very
thick &amp; crystallizes to cooling down because it is cooked even after switching off. Gulab jamuns are often made during festivals such as Eid, holi, diwali &amp; enquiry. If you make it for a special occasion, then you can make it forward. For more Indian sweets, you can watchRasgullaRasmalaiHalwaKheer recipesLadoo recipes Related Recipes Gulab jamun recipe – Recipe 1
Call @SwasthisRecipes or brand #swasthisrecipes! You can find the ingredient in the video Gulab jamun recipe | How to make gulab jamun Calories 204 Calories of Fat 81 * Percent Daily Values is based on a 2000 calorie diet. Please use correct measuring spoons and cups. This recipe won't work with sority. The recipe will not work without baking soft drinks. Check the
expiration of the baking soda before using it. If you try the recipe for the first time, you can halve the recipe and try. The amount of milk &amp; curl mentioned in the recipe may or may not be sufficient. It depends on the milk powder use. If the dough gets dry, then use a little more milk until you get a smooth dough. This recipe may not work with a low fat milk powder. Adding even
little more soft drinks can disintegrate the jamuns while braaiing or while soaking in syrup. Frying the balls on a very low flame will make them difficult. Alternative quantities provided in the recipe card are only for 1x, original recipe. For best results follow my detailed step-by-step photo instructions and tips above the recipe card. Recipe 2 – Gulab jamun with khoya Please watch
video to make this recipe. Ingredients 125 grams khoya or mawa (evaporated milk solids) (1 accumulated cup grated)21/2 tablespoons Maida (all-purpose flour)1/4 teaspoon baking powder1/4 teaspoon cardamel powder2 to 4 tablespoons milk or water (use more if necessary)2 tablespoons pane (optional) Oil or ghee as required for frying 1 1/4 to 1/2 cups sugar3/4 cup water1/2
teaspoon cardamel powder1 teaspoon rose water (optional)11/2 teaspoon lemon juice
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